Kat Kronenberg
Inspiring Kids to

DREAM BIG

An unforgettable day of fun,
interactive learning, and inspiration
For Kat Kronenberg, any day spent interacting with and inspiring kids is a good day. In her signature “Let’s Dare to Dream”
presentation, the author of Dream Big offers educators, families,
bookstores, and libraries a flexible mix of activities that capture
the kids’ imagination, inspires their dreams, and enriches them
to raise their ambitions.
Kat’s presentation features a playful reading of her book, augmented with different activities from The Fun & Learn Section
of her website, Common Core discussions, and energetic sing-alongs if someone in the crowd can help Kat carry a tune.
It all adds up to a day of learning about animals, building a
stronger “WE,” and articulating a dream to strive for that kids
will never forget!

Meet Kat
Kat Kronenberg is a mother, best-selling author, and a born-andraised Texan who believes that children grow strong and successful by dreaming big and developing skills to reach those dreams.
Kat’s “Big Dream” whooshed into her life ten years ago while
attending a symphony with her husband: to write a book about
a smile that would encourage people to live their best life filled
with connection and kindness.
Over time, she developed the concept of CATCH-M to represent hope and act as a guiding light through the extremes of
chasing a dream. Kat realized her dream in January 2017 with
the publication of Dream Big, which she hopes will inspire
two-leggers (people) of all ages, all around the world to chase
their wildest dreams.
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Kat lives in Austin, TX with her husband and is the
proud parent of two amazing boys, two beautiful adopted
nieces, four extraordinary grandchildren, and three fourlegged friends.

About Dream Big

Kat’s debut children’s book demonstrates that together we can
all be inspired to identify and pursue our dreams, no matter
how big or impossible they may seem. Set long ago in the heart
of the African savanna, this richly illustrated book follows
moody Baboon as he discovers a powerful secret.
One by one, Baboon’s animal neighbors gaze up at the night
sky and wish upon a star for their wildest dreams. Though
he insists these dreams could never come true, Baboon soon
realizes that a transformative power exists between the stars
and the animals once they truly believe in themselves and their
dreams. When Baboon tries out this secret, CATCH-M, his
Magical, Mystical, Wished-Upon Star, whooshes down from the
heavens to wham! ignite the courage in his chest too, and what
happens next is fantastic!
Dream Big, a mythological fable, is available through Greenleaf Book Group and all major book wholesalers and retailers.

To Enjoy A School Visit

Please email Kat to secure a “Let’s Dare to Dream” presentation or to book her dynamic adult Keynote “Let’s Take The
Hero’s Journey Together.” She also offers both of these presentations to Middle and High School Students with an interactive
writing component that weaves in their life’s ambitions.
“I had high expectations for Kat’s author visit after seeing her website,”
Mary Curnat, principal of Wildwood Elementary in Chicago, said.
“She far exceeded them!”
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